THE TRUE NATURE OF DISEASE
by Dr. David Edwards  D.O., F.M.S.O., D.Sc

PERSPECTIVE:

This paper is specifically designed to provoke thought with regards to the nature and treatment of diseases and to reverse all practitioners thoughts, whether they are alternative or not, out of the "Cul-de-Sac" they have found themselves in. By looking at disease through the eyes of a physicist and not a physiologist, we are able to underpin the common denominators that make up disease.

1  CAUSE AND EFFECT

It is often said of the Allopathic that "they treat the symptoms and not the cause". This I have to tell you is a misconception as the true nature of disease is not cause and effect, but comprises of three "Effectors" described below. Disease like trouble comes in threes.

2  GOVERNING ASPECTS OF THE BODY

The three main aspects governing the human and animal bodies are:-

a  The Sun  (Sunspot cycles or "Biorhythms" / Energy)
b  The Moon  (Cardiac output/Mass distribution / Mass)
c  Earth magnetism  (DNA/ Database / Time-Space)

3  BASIC PRIMARY COMPONENTS

The prime components of which I speak are those of Mass, Energy and Time. Everything in the universe consists of theses three things, therefore, they are primary to understanding disease. In Chinese medicine they are already partially aware of this and refer to Mass, Energy, Time as Body, Mind and Spirit or quite often they refer to "The Three Treasures", which are references to Heart, Gallbladder and Lung/Colon, primary organs of the body.

4  TRIANGULATION

In all matters concerning human and animals bodies, in order that disease can exist, in order that muscles can function, they have to triangulate.

5  TRAUMA

Trauma is a synergist or trigger of which there are five main types:-

a  Mechanical  (Sound/fall)
b  Chemical  (Elements or compounds)
c  Emotions  (Joy, Wrath etc.)
d  Magnetic  (Geopathic/ Viral)
e  Fungal  (Fungus)
6  GENETIC TYPES

Within the Chinese system there are recognised 5 genetic types of which only four are truly different in nature. These are:

a  Fire (Types that have oxygenation problems and thereby suffer from conditions affecting the Heart/Circulation/ 3 heater/ Small intestine)

b  Metal (Types that have Lung and Colonic problems due to lack of specific chemical complexes containing Iodine and Cyanide)

c  Water (Types that suffer from Kidney and Bladder problems due to lack of water through dehydration).

d  Wood (Types that suffer from Gallbladder and Liver problems due to protein metabolism)

7  WHAT COLOUR IS YOUR DISEASE?

Additive colour has three components:-

a  Value (White/Energy)

b  Chroma (Black/ Mass)

c  Hue (R.G.B./ Time -Space)

Therefore, by definition we can classify disease by its colour or better still by its resonance.

8  RESONANCE.

There are many definitions of resonance, depending on whether you are speaking in mechanical, physical or chemical terms, here for the sake of simplicity, resonance is a specific reference to the nature and frequencies of vibration within the body of which there are 18 in the physical body and 18 in the ethereal body, which comprises of the 36 magnetic fields that govern the ethereal and physical bodies.

9  INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENTS

The internal and external environments are connected through the Pons in the brain and is by nature governed by the chemical processes of the body.

The external environment is governed by the hypothalamus and is by nature governed by mechanical stimulus such as sound or temperature.

The internal environment is governed by the limbic system, sometime known as the emotional or primitive brain in combination with the heart and the parietal lobes of the brain. The "glue-on" which holds these components together is the Spirit, which is essentially a unique form of energy, which as yet has not been defined. This is what we are really referring to when we mention the "Soul " or "Third Eye" which is the intuitive aspect to our bodies that makes up the only holographic aspect to our body's.
Information is used in interferential wave form because this wave form does not contain mass and thereby the internal environmental aspect of the brain is able to process the information quicker. This information is stored in the parietal lobes, much like the plates in a holographic system which store the image. The type of information stored here is learnt information with respect to our emotional experiences.

NUTRITION

40% of all diseases can be attributed to poor nutrition. We as a nation have become victims of a “snatch and grab” mentality. We eat the wrong foods at the wrong times of year. We teach and learn about nutrition by categorising food in pigeon holes such as protein, fats and carbohydrates. This form of education, sadly is not quite how the body itself addresses its needs in regards to its energy requirements. As the seasons change, so do our bodies, therefore, we should change our eating habits with the change in season. This philosophy can be clearly seen in Chinese medicines with regards to seasonal changes and geographic position. This philosophy relates directly to the foods resonance which enables the body to utilise the foods energy through minimum effort and stress on the digestive system, which is responsible for producing energy supplied to the cardiovascular system and hence meridian energy that feeds and sustains our internal organs, that enables us to maintain good health.

TOXINS

50% of all diseases are created by the ingestion of toxins, either through air, food or water. These toxins affect the body by reducing the efficiency of our bodily enzymes, both digestive and metabolic and as a consequence the bodily functions slow down, so much so, that diseases such as M.E. may ensue in the later stages of toxification.

GENETIC FAULTS

Only 10% of all known diseases may be categorised under this heading and, therefore, it does not need a mathematical genius to work out that 90% of diseases and dysfunction is self inflicted.